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Abstract

In this report� we propose a cascade fuzzy ART �CFART neural network which can function

as an extensible database in a model�based object recognition system
 The proposed CFART

network contains multiple layers
 It preserves the prominent characteristics of a fuzzy ART

network and extends fuzzy ART�s capability toward hierarchical representation of input pat�

terns
 The learning process of the proposed network is unsupervised and self�organizing� and

includes a top�down searching process and a bottom�up learning process
 The top�down and

bottom�up learning processes interact with each other in a closely coupled manner
 Basi�

cally� the top�down searching guides the bottom�up learning whereas the bottom�up learning

in�uences the top�down searching by changing its searching fuzzy boundary
 In addition�

a global searching tree is built to speed up the learning and recognition processes
 The

proposed CFART can accept both binary and analog inputs
 With fast learning and cate�

gorization capabilities� the proposed network is able to function like an extensible database

and to provide an e�cient multi�resolutional representation capability for �D objects
 Ex�

perimental results� using both synthetic and real �D data� prove that the proposed method

is indeed an e�cient and powerful representation scheme
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� Introduction

Three dimensional ��D object recognition is the process of matching an object to a scene

description to determine the object�s identity and�or its pose �position and orientation in

space �����
 Any existing system capable of recognizing its input image must in some sense

be model�based
 In order to build a �D object recognition system� one has to deal with two

closely related subproblems ����� � that of model building and that of recognition
 Basically�

the way a model database is built will strongly a�ect the procedure used for recognition
 In

almost all existing model�based object recognition systems� the size of the database is �xed


That is� in the model building stage� the user has to store all the required models into the

database
 In the recognition stage� the system has to generate a description for an unknown

input object and then try to match it with di�erent object models located in the database
 If

a model is found to have a high degree of similarity with an unknown input object� then the

unknown object will be assigned to a corresponding category
 Otherwise� the system simply

returns a response to report that no object model can match the current input
 In general�

this kind of system is su�cient for an automation line
 However� if one needs to build

a more �exible system which functions like a human being� then an extensible database

is indispensable
 An extensible database means that whenever the system encounters an

unknown input that does not belong to any category in the database� the database will

automatically include it as a new model
 In order to build such a database� one should

consider the following requirements� �� self�organization� i
e
� the training data set should

automatically partition the feature space based on each sample pattern�s characteristics� ��

extensible� i
e
� if a new object is input� the system creates a new space in the feature space

for the new category
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The above mentioned requirements basically match the characteristics of an unsupervised�

learning�based neural network� such as the ART�series neural networks ������
 The unsu�

pervised learning problem can be stated as being that of identifying the classes in an input

set of patterns
 Unsupervised learning neural networks� therefore� are capable of grouping

similar patterns into classes automatically
 Upon presentation of a given input pattern� the

closest node in the network is activated to learn �i
e
� modify its connection weights toward

the current input vector
 This process is referred to as a winner�take�all competition
 In this

way� each output node in the network is able to self�organize and can be used to represent a

category of similar patterns
 However� a serious problem associated with this scheme is that

the number of categories the network can allocate for a given training set is restricted by the

number of output nodes
 An example re�ecting this problem is the Self�Organizing Feature

Map ����
 The Adaptive Resonance Theory �ART neural network ��� �� ���� on the other

hand� can create a new node in response to new data during the training stage as well as dur�

ing the recalling stage
 A series of ART�type unsupervised learning networks ��� ������ has

been developed and successfully applied to many applications
 Some salient characteristics

of ART�type networks are� �� they can self�organize data set on line� �� they can create

new output nodes �categories incrementally� and �� they do not su�er from the problem

of forgetting previously learned categories if the environment changes


With full understanding of the characteristics of the required unsupervised neural network

model� our problem at hand now is twofold
 Since the input data �or patterns of a �D object

recognition system are usually very complex by nature� the �rst problem we have to face

is how to represent an unknown pattern in an e�cient way
 Then� the second problem

will be how to design an appropriate neural network structure to correctly represent the

above mentioned �D object
 Under the circumstances� if input data contains structural

relationships� a single output layer of a neural network is de�nitely not enough to represent

it
 In general� people used to adopt a hierarchical structure ������� to represent a complex
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object or event
 In order to design a more �exible neural network structure and to make it

possible to represent a complex object� we extend the fuzzy ART network ���� to a cascade

fuzzy ART �CFART network ����
 A CFART network is a multi�layered neural network with

an e�cient top�down pattern matching scheme
 Each module in a layer will learn the input

data by either updating the weights of a matched category or creating a new category if all

existing categories cannot represent it
 Through the connections of categories in consecutive

layers� the class hierarchy of input data is formed to construct a global searching tree from

bottom to top ��ne to coarse
 The physical meaning of the hierarchical relationship is

that categories in higher layers represent a more general view than do those in lower layers


For example� in a �D model�based object recognition system� an object is usually described

by multiple features
 Using a CFART network as an extensible database� categories that

have more speci�c descriptions will be stored in lower layers whereas categories having more

general attributes will be stored in higher layers
 Based on this kind of arrangement� a �ne�

to�coarse hierarchical object representation scheme with an e�cient coarse�to��ne� top�down

recognition capability is generated


The organization of the rest of this report is as follows
 In Section �� the architecture and

learning strategies of a CFART network are presented
 In Section �� a numerical example and

a superquadric�based representation example are presented to demonstrate the capability of

the proposed CFART network
 In Section �� discussion is given
 Finally� in Section ��

concluding remarks are given


� Dynamics of a cascade fuzzy ART network

Fig
 � shows the architecture and data �ow of the proposed CFART network
 A CFART

network contains multiple layers
 The module unit �MU in every layer includes three parts�

i
e
� the top�down searching �TS process� bottom�up learning �BL process� and category

database �CD
 A global searching tree is constructed by linking those categories which have
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hierarchical relationships among di�erent layers
 At the beginning� the CD of every layer in

the network is empty
 Through the learning of an item of input data� the network creates

or updates the corresponding weights of a category in the CD of every layer and builds

a hierarchical linking path in a global searching tree
 Given an item of input data� the

network �rst performs a top�down searching process to locate a possible matching path in

the searching tree
 This searching process starts from the top layer and extends down to the

bottom layer
 The purpose of the searching process is to locate a path in the searching tree

which links an appropriate category represented in a hierarchical manner in the database


Afterwards� a bottom�up learning process is triggered from the bottom layer and extends

up to the top layer in order to create or update weights through the located path
 In what

follows� we shall discuss these processes in details


��� Bottom�up learning

In the proposed approach� the top�down searching process is performed �rst to guide the

bottom�up learning process
 However� in order to understand the learning mechanism of a

CFART network more clearly� the bottom�up learning process will be introduced �rst
 In

a CFART network� the bottom�up learning process is divided into two subprocesses� i
e
� a

�within�layer� learning subprocess and a �between�layer� learning subprocess
 These two

subprocesses are performed at the same time
 In a learning module�MUl� pattern matching

and category selection are performed in TSl �Fig
 �
 After the winning category index� J l�

is generated from TSl� its corresponding category in CDl is then activated
 This activated

category is then trained by the input data through the within�layer learning subprocess
 Let

W l
J be the weight vector of a winning category located in layer l and let I

l be the input data


The winning weight vector is updated by

W
�new�
J  W

�old�
J � ��I l �W

�old�
J �W

�old�
J � ��
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where the fuzzy AND operator � is de�ned by

�x � yi  min�xi� yi� ��

and the norm j � j is de�ned by

jxj �
mX
i��

jxij�

If � in Eq
 �� is equal to �� it is considered to be fast learning� otherwise� � is set in ����� so

that it can update the winning weight vector with a slower rate of forgetting
 It is possible

that the top�down searching process will fail to �nd a corresponding category in layer l


Under these circumstances� category W l
J will be created and initialized by

W l
J  I l�

The between�layer learning subprocess can be referred to as a compression�based data�

driven process ����
 That is� except for the �rst layer which receives an original item of input

data� every other layer receives prototypes generated from its previous layer
 For example�

the input to BLl with l � � is the output of BLl��
 Let I� represent the input data for the

�rst layer� then� we have

I l  I l�� �W l��� l  �� � � � � L� ��

where L is the number of layers in a CFART network
 In the bottom�up learning process�

one important consideration is whether or not complement coding is applied
 Complement

coding is a process used to solve the proliferation problem ���� �i
e
� to avoid generating too

many small categories
 Given an n�dimensional input data X  �x�� � � � � xn�� where xi is in

��� ��� complement coding will extend the input data X to a �n�dimensional input I by

I  �x�� � � � � xn� x
c
�� � � � � x

c
n�� where xci  �� xi� ��

In a CFART network� the learning process with or without complement coding results in two

di�erent interpretations in terms of an adaptive threshold
 Basically� this adaptive threshold
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plays an important role because it controls the number of categories generated in every layer


Therefore� the way in which its value is decided will de�nitely a�ect the design of the top�

down searching process
 In what follows� we shall discuss two di�erent cases regarding the

threshold value� that is� learning without or with complement coding� respectively


����� Learning without complement coding

If complement coding is not applied� a category is selected as a candidate from the category

database if its weights are very close to an item of input data and successfully pass a vigilance

test� i
e
�

jI l �W l
J j � �l� ��

The threshold� �l� is used to determine an acceptable compression ratio of a category in

response to an input pattern
 By nature� the generated category is a maximal subset of an

item of input data
 The threshold value at layer l can be determined by

�l  jI lj�l� ��

where �l is a predetermined vigilance parameter in layer l and � � �l � �
 We will now

explain why a CFART network is able to represent �things� in a hierarchical way
 Basically�

the within�layer learning subprocess is similar to that of a fuzzy ART network
 Let all the

vigilance parameters in di�erent layers be the same
 From Eqs
 �� and ��� the value of

�l is proportional to the norm of the prototype developed in the previous layer
 Also� this

value is equal to or less than that of its previous layer since a fuzzy AND operation may

reduce the norm value of an item of input data
 If a smaller threshold value is chosen� fewer

categories will be �ltered out �Eq
 ��
 Since the weights of categories are updated according

to Eq
 ��� the categories in higher layers are more compressed than are those in lower layers

in response to an item of input data
 That is� the categories in higher layers are represented

in a more abstract or coarse manner
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����� Learning with complement coding

When the learning process is incorporated with complement coding� the process extends the

input vector from n dimension to �n dimension �Eq
 ��
 If an item of input data is in a

binary format� complement coding uses a combination of on�o� cells to represent an input

pattern ����
 The process preserves individual feature amplitudes while normalizing the total

vector of on�o� cells
 In other words� complement coding is used to perform normalization

on an item of input data
 Applying this scheme� a category is generated or selected as the

maximal subset of an item of input data
 Therefore� for binary data� the learning process

with complement coding is similar to that without complement coding except that the former

can avoid the proliferation problem


If an item of input data is in an analog format� combined with the fuzzy MIN operation�

complement coding leads the learning process to generate hyperbox�shaped categories whose

corners are iteratively de�ned through the operation of serial �� operators ����
 In this way�

a weight vector can be interpreted as a fuzzy hyperbox
 Let the weight vector wj be written

in the complement coding format� i
e
�

wj  �uj� v
c
j� ��

where uj and vj are two n�dimensional vectors in which every component is a real number

ranging from � to �
 The weight vector represents a hyper rectangle� Rj� where uj and vj

de�ne two hyper corners
 The size of Rj is de�ned as ����

jRjj � jvj � ujj� ��

which is equal to the height plus the width of Rj 
 In order to see how a hyper rectangle

looks like� Fig
 � illustrates a two�dimensional example
 In general� a threshold is used to

determine the size of a hyperbox
 Therefore� whenever a category is selected as a candidate

from the category database� this means its weights can maximize a hyperbox that represents
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the input data
 The selected category is� therefore� considered as a superset of an item of

input data


In the bottom�up learning process� if complement coding is applied� data input to the �rst

layer can be interpreted as a feature point
 However� by Eq
 ��� the inputs to those layers

with l � � become a hyperbox�shaped set
 Fig
 � shows four di�erent combinations when

the input� I l� and the selected weight vector�W l� are involved in a bottom�up between�layer

learning subprocess
 Three cases are considered as follows�

Case �
 If I l is a subset of W l�Fig
 ��a� the norm jI l �W lj is equal to jW lj


Case �
 If W l is a subset of I l�Fig
 ��b� the norm jI l �W lj is equal to jI lj


Case �
 If I l and W l overlap or are separated �Figs
 ��c and ��d� the norm jI l�W lj is equal

to or less than jI lj� jW lj


From Eqs
 �� and ��� it is known that the size of a hyperbox increases whenever the norm

value of its corresponding weights decreases
 Let W �new� be equal to I l �W �old�
 In Cases �

and �� the size of a hyperbox represented by W �new� increases if compared with that of the

old hyperbox
 The size of the norm jW �new�j is� thus� smaller than that of jW �old�j
 Basically�

this solution is the same as the compression e�ect in a learning process which does not apply

complement coding �i
e
� the norm value of weights decreases after the updating process


In Case �� the norm jI l �W lj is equal to jW lj
 In the original design of a fuzzy ART

network� if the input norm jIj is too large� pattern matching may fail due to

jI �W j  jW j � jIj�� ��

Here� category W will be �ltered out since the matching ratio jW j
jI j
is not large enough to

pass the vigilance test
 If complement coding is applied� the vigilance test in Eq
 �� still

holds
 The only di�erence is that the norm of an item of input data becomes a constant n

�i
e
� the dimension of an input vector
 In the bottom�up learning process of a CFART� if
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complement coding is applied� only the item of input data for the �rst layer is normalized to

n
 Therefore� this vigilance test will hold for the learning process in the �rst layer
 However�

while propagating up to higher layers� each item of input data becomes as a hyperbox�shaped

set instead of a feature point and may have a di�erent norm value
 Let I� and I� be two

di�erent inputs� where

jI l�j � jI l�j�

and

jI l� �W lj  jI l� �W lj  jW lj�

In general� for any input I� if jI �W j equals jW j� this means I � W �Fig
 ��a and that W

is considered as a perfectly matched category for I
 Under these circumstances� no matter

what jI l�j and jI
l
�j are� W

l is always considered as the perfectly matched category of both

I l� and I l�
 However� if the vigilance test in Eq
 �� is adopted� it may generate a di�erent

result
 That is� W l is the matched category of I l� instead of I
l
� if the value of jI

l
�j is much

larger than that of jI l�j
 To avoid this inconsistency and to consider the di�erence between

learning with and without complement coding� the thresholding rule should be updated into

the following form�

�l  

�
� if jI l �W lj  jW lj�
jI lj�l otherwise


���

In addition� the vigilance parameter ��l can be designed into a format such that value of

�l will decay faster from the bottom layer to the top layer
 Under these circumstances� it is

guaranteed that higher layers will keep more general categories than will in lower layers
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��� Top�down searching

With an understanding of how the bottom�up learning process operates� we will now explain

how the top�down searching scheme is design 
 By performing the bottom�up learning

process� categories generated in higher layers will form supersets of categories generated in

lower layers
 That is� a hyperbox interpreted in higher layers can cover several hyperboxes

located in lower layers
 Given an item of input data� the searching process will locate a

hyperbox in the top layer
 The searching space will then be reduced to the �area� bounded

by the located hyperbox
 As mentioned above� a hyperbox located in layer l �l � � usually

covers several smaller hyperboxes located in layer l� �
 Therefore� the number of categories

at a higher layer is de�nitely less than that of a lower layer
 This kind of hierarchy provides an

advantage� i
e
� the searching process starts at the top layer and� therefore� can save a lot of

searching time
 Fig
 � shows a searching example of a three�layered CFART network
 In the

example� complement coding is applied to the learning process
 Five categories are generated

in layer �� i
e
� C�
� � � � � � C

�
� � and two categories are generated in layer �� i
e
� C

�
� and C

�
� 
 Since

the input is two dimensional data� the weights of categories can be represented as boxes

�Fig
 �
 A dotted line rectangle represents the fuzzy boundary of a category
 When a new

input� I�� is presented� the top�down searching process checks the possible fuzzy boundaries

of C�
� and C

�
� to see which one can include I�
 Since C

�
� and C

�
� together cover C

�
� � � � � � C

�
� �

one has to recursively check all the categories one layer below� i
e
� the layer that C�
� � � � � � C

�
�

belong to
 In this case� the top�down searching process will locate category C�
� in layer �

and category C�
� in layer �
 For another input� I�� since no category in higher layers can

represent it� the searching process will stop immediately
 Instead� the bottom�up learning

process will be triggered to �learn� this new input pattern by creating a new category
 One

thing to notice is that� in the top�down searching process� every layer in a CFART network

receives the same input� i
e
� I �see Fig
 �
 However� in the bottom�up learning process�

the propagation of prototypes occurs in a sequential manner� i
e
� from bottom to top
 In
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other words� the top�down searching process can be executed in parallel� but the bottom�up

learning process must be performed sequentially
 From another viewpoint� we can also say

that bottom�up learning is a composition process of categories and that top�down searching

is a decomposition process of categories
 From the learning point of view� the purpose of

bottom�up learning is to �train� a matched category� and that of top�down searching is to

��nd� a correct category which matches an input pattern


In a fuzzy ART network ����� the learning process incorporates a search�hypothesis test

cycle so that the winning node can be located and updated
 If the hypothesis test fails� a reset

will ensue to start another searching cycle
 It is de�nitely true that a series of mismatch resets

in response to a single input will increase the computational load and lower the e�ciency

of the network
 To solve this problem� an optimization approach ���� ��� is adopted
 The

idea is that by giving a constraint� the impossible candidates will be eliminated �rst� and

the best matching category can be found by maximizing a measure of similarity
 This can

be achieved by incorporating a Hamming net structure ���� ��� ���
 Thus� the searching

scheme is converted from a sequential to a parallel one
 The top�down searching process

of the proposed CFART network extends this single�layered parallel search to a multiple�

layered parallel search and is� therefore� capable of locating a corresponding category in

every layer
 In order to guide the bottom�up learning� the proposed searching scheme also

incorporates the characteristics of the threshold discussed in the previous subsection into a

fuzzy boundary test
 Fig
 � shows the con�guration of the top�down searching process in

layer l
 By performing the top�down searching process� the winning category index� J l� is

generated by

J l  argj max
j�������N l

k

jI �W l
j j

�� jW l
j j

���

subject to jI �W l
j j � �l� ���

��



where N l
k is the number of categories in the searching subset at layer l� �l is determined by

�l  

���
��
� if jI �W l

j j  jW l
j j�

min
j�������N l��

k

jW l��
j j �l otherwise if l � ��

jI�j �l otherwise if l  ��

���

and N l��
k is the number of child categories linked to category W l

j 


The output of the MINNET in TSl �Fig
 � is the estimated fuzzy boundary of a category


In order to reduce the computational load needed for recursion� the output of the MINNET in

TSl can be pre�obtained through the bottom�up learning process inBLl��
 A new component

used to record the estimated fuzzy boundary� FBl� is then added to represent a category in

addition to the weight vector
 The detailed procedure of the searching process in layer l is

described as follows�

�
 Present the input I


�
 If CDl is empty� stop and trigger the bottom�up learning process


�
 For the input I and category W l
j � compute the matching score by

slj  
mX
i��

min�Ii� w
l
ji� � � j � N l

k�

A linear function f l� is used to �lter out impossible categories if their matching scores

cannot pass the fuzzy boundary test
 That is�

f l��sj  

�
� if slj � �l�
slj if slj � �l�

where the threshold value �l is calculated by Eq
 ���
 If all W
l
j are �ltered out� stop

and trigger the bottom�up learning process


�
 Choose the category according to the selection function

ulj  
f l��sj

�� jW lj
�

��



where � � �	 �
 The winning category index� J l� is thus obtained by

J l  argj max
j

ulj� j  �� � � � � N l
k�

If more than one ulj is maximal� the output node with the smallest index is chosen to

break the tie


��� Construction of the searching tree

The above mentioned top�down searching process and bottom�up learning process need to

be performed in association with a global searching tree
 The searching tree will adapt in

response to an item of input data through close interaction with the coupled processes
 In

general� construction of the tree is accomplished by connecting those hierarchically related

categories in a bottom�up direction
 Fig
 � illustrates an example showing the construction

process of a ��layered searching tree
 Suppose a searching tree has been built as shown in

Fig
 ��a
 In what follows� two possible situations will be discussed


�
 The structure of the searching tree remains the same�Fig
 ��b� The top�down search�

ing process successfully locates a matched category in every layer
 The bottom�up

learning process is then executed to update the weights of those matched categories in

the located subtree


�
 The searching tree grows in response to an item of input data�

�a The category database in every layer is empty at the beginning of the learning

stage
 When the �rst pattern is input� a category needs to be created and initial�

ized in every layer
 Only a vertical link needs to be added to connect categories

between layers
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�b If a category is found in every layer except in the bottom layer� a new category

in the bottom layer is created� initialized and linked to an appropriate category

one layer above
 Only a sibling link is needed to form a new subtree�Fig
 ��c


�c In most cases� a vertical link and a sibling link are needed to form a new subtree

�Fig
 ��d
 If the top�down searching process stops at layer l� then the bottom�

up learning process will be triggered to create and initialize categories from the

bottom layer to layer l
 A sibling link is needed to connect the newly generated

category in layer l and the corresponding sibling categories
 Also� a vertical link

is needed to connect those newly generated categories from layer � to layer l


Basically� the output of a CFART network is a selected category represented in a hier�

archical form
 This hierarchical representation scheme represents a category with a linked

path� from �ne to coarse �bottom up
 Given an input pattern� in a learning module� MUl�

the top�down searching process �TSl will try to select a best matched category located in

CDl �Fig
 �
 Since the counterparts of the input image in every layer will be linked to

form a subtree� the category �or class hierarchy can be discovered
 To illustrate this in an

example� a simple data set with �ve patterns ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� was fed into

a ��layered CFART network
 The network was trained until every pattern could directly

access its corresponding categories in every layer
 As shown in Fig
 �� �ve categories were

generated inMU� to represent �ve input patterns
 In layerMU�� only three categories were

generated
 Categories in these two layers� thus� form a hierarchical structure through linking

of appropriate categories in di�erent layers of the searching tree
 Category C�
� in layerMU�

represents categories C�
� and C

�
� in layerMU� due to the similarity of the pattern � � � �


Category C�
� in layer MU� represents categories C�

� and C�
� in layer MU� due to the simi�

larity of the pattern � � � � �
 In addition to exhibiting the hierarchical relationships of

categories� the prototypes of these categories can also be used to locate features that are

��



not inherited from more general classes located at a higher level
 For example� the pattern

� �  represented by Category C�
� in MU� cannot be represented by Category C�

� or C
�
�

in MU�


��� The learning algorithm

A complete learning algorithm of a CFART network which integrates top�down searching

and bottom�up learning can be described as follows�

�
 Initialization� Determine the number of layers� L� and the vigilance parameter� �l�

for every layer� l


�
 Input� Present a binary or analog pattern� X  �x�� ���� xn�� where xi is in ��� ��� and

n is the number of input nodes �i
e
� the dimension of the input vector


�
 Input coding� If complement coding is applied� the input to the network is extended

from dimension n to m by

I  �x�� � � � � xn� x
c
�� � � � � x

c
n�� where xci  �� xi and m  �n�

otherwise� I  X and m  n


Let I� be equal to I


�
 Top�down searching�

For every MUl� �l  L� l � �� l  l � � Do

�
� If CDl is empty� set SL to be l and J l to be NULL
 Break the top�down searching

process and Goto ��


�
� Calculate the matching scores by

slj  
mX
i��

min�Ii� w
l
ji� � � j � N l

k�

where N l
k is the number of candidate sibling categories


��



�
� Perform a fuzzy boundary test to �lter out impossible categories by

f l��sj  

�
� if slj � �l�
slj if slj � �l�

where

�l  

���
��
� if jI �W l

j j  jW l
j j�

FBl �l otherwise if l � ��
jIj �l otherwise if l  ��

and FBl will be calculated in the bottom�up learning process


�
� If all categories are �ltered out� set SL to be l and J l to be NULL
 Break the

top�down searching process and Goto ��


�
� Choose a category according to the selection function

ulj  
f l��sj

� � jW lj
�

where � � �	 �
 The winning category index� J l� is thus obtained by

J l  argj max
j

ulj� j  �� � � � � N l
k�

If more than one ulj is maximal� the output node with the smallest index is chosen

to break the tie


�
 Bottom�up learning�

For every MUl� �l  �� l � L� l  l � � Do

�
� Between�layer learning�

The input for higher layers MUl �l � � is calculated by

I l  I l�� �W l��
J �

where l � � and W l��
J is the weight of a located category in MUl��


�
� Within�layer learning�

��



�
�
� If J l is NULL� set J l to be N l
k��
 A new category is generated and initialized

by

W l
J  I l�

�
�
� If the J lth category in CDl is chosen� W l
J is updated by

W
�new�
J  W

�old�
J � ��I l �W

�old�
J �W

�old�
J �

where � is set in �����
 If � is equal to �� the learning is considered to be fast

learning� otherwise� the winning weight vector is updated with a slower rate

of forgetting


�
� If � � l � L� the fuzzy boundary of the located category in one layer above is

determined by

FBl	�  min
j�������N l

k

jW l
j j �l	��

�
 Construction of searching tree�

�
� For everyMUl� �l  �� l � SL� l  l � � Do

Build a vertical link to connect all W l
J 


�
� Build a sibling link at layer SL to connect W SL
J with its corresponding sibling

categories


�
 Goto �� until the network is stable� i
e
� no new category in CDl is created and the

weights are not further changed


��



� Experimental Examples

Example �� In this experiment� we used ��� two�dimensional feature points as a training

data set to test the e�ectiveness of the proposed CFART network
 These data were spread

into seven Gaussian distributions� and among these distributions four were overlapped to

form two bigger clusters
 The test data were related to object recognition by considering

that features of objects were extracted by a preprocessing process and then transformed

into an appropriate feature vector form
 In this example� each two�dimensional data point

represented a feature vector with two feature components
 Fig
 ��a shows the scatter plot of

the data used in this example
 The number of layers required for the CFART network used

in the experiment was set to be three
 The vigilance parameters were set to be ��  ����

��  ���� and ��  ����
 Further� we applied complement coding in the learning process

to normalize the input data
 After the learning process of the network became stable �i
e
�

every input could access a matching category in each layer� and the weights of a selected

category were not changed� the cascaded relationships of di�erent categories represented by

multi�layers of a CD network were as shown in Fig
 ��b
 Figs
 ��c� �d and �e show a

series of generated categories at di�erent layers of the CD
 It is obvious that categories in

higher layers formed a superset of categories in lower layers �Fig
 ��f
 Therefore� we can

prove that categories in higher layers express a more general view than do those in lower

layers


Example �� The superquadrics modeling scheme is one of the most powerful �D object rep�

resentation schemes in use nowadays
 Superquadrics can intuitively be thought of as lumps

of clay that can be deformed and glued together into object models ����
 Mathematically� su�

perquadrics form a parameterized family of shapes
 The most commonly used superquadric

��



surface is a superellipsoid� which is determined by

X�	� 
  

�
�	
a�cos

���	cos���

a�cos

���	sin���

a�sin

���	



�� �

where

���� � 	 � ����

�� � 
 � ��

The angle parameters 	 and 
 correspond to the latitude and longitude angles of a vector X

expressed in a spherical coordinate
 The parameters a�� a�� and a� correspond to the size of

a superquadric object in the x� y� and z directions� respectively
 The parameters � and �

are the shape parameters in the latitudinal and longitudinal directions� respectively
 In this

experiment� �� superquadric objects generated in ���� were used to test the performance of

the proposed CFART network
 The generated superquadric objects and their corresponding

parameters are shown in Fig
 �
 A ��layered CFART network was used
 The vigilance

parameters required for each layer from coarse to �ne were ��  ��� ��  ��� ��  �� and

��  �� respectively
 Since the network requires the value of an input ranging between � and

�� the values of a�� a� and a� were divided by ��� respectively� and the values of � and � were

divided by �� respectively
 The network was trained until every input superquadric could

access a matching category directly in every layer
 Fig
 �� shows the categories generated

in every layer
 In layer � �Fig
 ���d� �� categories were generated and each contained

only one object due to the lack of error tolerance allowed� i
e
� ��  �
 The weight of

a category with complement coding represents a hyper�box formed by a minimum and a

maximum hyper�corner ����
 In the application� a hyper�corner represented a superquadric

object
 Figs
 ���c�� �b� and �a� show ��� � and � superquadric objects represented by the

minimumhyper�corners of categories generated in layers �� � and �� respectively
 Figs
 ���c��

��



�b� and �a� show ��� � and � superquadric objects represented by the maximum hyper�

corners of categories generated in layers �� � and �� respectively
 Therefore� each category in

every layer represented a set of superquadric objects bounded by a hyper�box
 The coarse�

to��ne representation with hierarchical links built in the searching tree of the network is

shown in Fig
 ��
 Here� a category is illustrated by an object which is the fusion of the

corresponding minimum and maximum hyper�corners of weights
 For example� categories

C�
� � � � � � C

�
�
 in Fig
 �� were illustrated by averaging the superquadric objects in Fig
 ���c�

and �c�
 The multi�resolutional representation of an object can be found in a subtree� e
g
�

C�
� � C�

� � C�
� � C�

� 
 It is obvious that categories generated in higher layers have more

general views than do those in lower layers
 In layer �� �� categories were generated to

speci�cally represent �� test objects
 Upon going up to layer �� �� categories with more

general shapes were generated due to the coarser resolution of layer � compared to that of

layer �
 For example� category C�
� subsumed categories C

�
� and C�

�
 due to their similar

shapes
 Continuing to go up� because of the coarser resolution� the number of categories was

reduced to � and � in layers � and �� respectively
 From the above hierarchical representation

scheme� it is obvious that a category can be e�ciently located by top�down searching through

the hierarchical links in the searching tree


� Discussion

As described in the previous section� the proposed CFART network provides a hierarchical

representation scheme
 In the representation scheme� input data are represented by sets

of di�erent sized� hyperbox�shaped weights located in di�erent layers
 The size of the hy�

perboxes varies from small to large ��ne�to�coarse� depending on an adaptive threshold


Usually� the adaptive threshold decreases its value from lower layers to higher layers such

that �ne�to�coarse learning can be achieved
 There are two ways to decrease the threshold

value
 One is to reduce the vigilance value from bottom to top
 The other is to set all

��



the vigilance values to be equal� but since the norm value of compressed input data has a

tendency to decrease from lower layers to higher layers� �ne�to�coarse learning can still be

achieved if the number of layers is large enough
 In our scheme� we incorporate both methods

to speed up the learning process
 In what follows� we shall discuss how the optimal number

of layers of a CFART network in a general situation is decided


If the input data is in binary format� the bottom�up learning of a CFART is functionally

equivalent to a hierarchical ART �HART ���� network
 The maximum number of layers�

Lmax� has an upper bound if complement coding is applied
 Let n be the number of layers�

K be the dimension of the input vector� and � be the vigilance value for all all layers
 The

maximum number of layers can be estimated by ����

Lmax  bn� �c�

where

n � �
logK

log�
�

However� if the input data are in analog form� then the above derivation does not hold


Instead� one has to determine the number of layers according to the range of the data or the

desired degree of variation of the �ne�to�coarse representation
 Basically� if the number of

input data is �nite� the size of the hyperbox�shaped weights in the top layer cannot exceed the

range formed by the minimumand the maximumof the input data
 Under the circumstances�

the number of layers is de�nitely �nite
 One possible solution to be investigated in future

work for the above mentioned problem is to use an adaptive method to approximate the

number of layers
 The adaptive method could be used to increase the number of layers one

by one or to determine this number by pruning a given big number
 The optimum number

of layers of a CFART network can� thus� be judged by checking whether the network can

recognize the input data and correctly represent their complex structure without losing the

e�ciency of the learning scheme


��



� Concluding Remarks

We have successfully built a cascade fuzzy ART neural network
 The cascade networks

are able to create new categories in each layer to learn the input data through interaction

of coupled parallel top�down searching and a sequential bottom�up learning process
 The

hierarchical relationships of input data are then exposed through a path in the searching

tree
 The cascade fuzzy ART neural network is capable of learning complex and structured

input data
 Further� it can act as an extensible database in a model�based object recognition

system and provide a �ne�to�coarse view of input data
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Figure �� A ��dimensional case with analog input fed into a ��layered CFART network
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Figure ��� The generated categories in a ��layered CFART network� �a���b� and �c� show
�� � and �� superquadric objects represented by the minimum hyper�corners of categories
generated in layers �� � and �� respectively
 �a���b� and �c� show �� � and �� superquadric
objects represented by the maximumhyper�corners of categories generated in layers �� � and
�� respectively
 �d shows superquadric objects represented by categories generated in layer
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